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Students take
away lessons in
resilience and
perseverance

Joe Biber in his store, Preston Trading Post, with the American flag presented by students from East Lyme High School.

By Tammy Kaye
JFEC Program Coordinator
As the school year drew to a close, students from eight area high schools took
away valuable learnings from the Federations’ Encountering Programs, unique experiences to learn about the Holocaust,
anti-Semitism and racism through the eyes
of local Holocaust survivors and members
of the African American community.
The students’ drive and enthusiasm for
the program was evident as they persevered through numerous challenges that
the new environment of virtual learning
brought, continuing to raise the bar with
their culminating projects and reflections
on their learnings.

STUDENTS CONT. ON PG 13

Operation Cool Down update
Summer is here to stay with temperatures well into the 80s and
the humidity making it feel like we’re living on the equator. For those
in our community who lack the funds and have a medical condition
that would benefit from cool, dry air to keep them healthy over the
next several months, the Jewish Federation’s Operation Cool Down is
in full swing.
To date, the program has given out ten 5000 BTU air conditioners
to qualified applicants and there are several additional applicants that
are in the process of qualifying.
Operation Cool Down couldn’t succeed without the support of our
corporate sponsors. Home Depot (Waterford) has stepped up this
year by not only donating five air conditioners to our program but selling us additional ACs at a discounted price. We have been able to take
advantage of this pricing due to donations received from our other
corporate sponsors – Yale New Haven Health/L+M Hospital, Pizzarama (New London), CorePlus Federal Credit Union (Norwich),
Fiddleheads (New London), and Amazing Grapes (Waterford).
Thank you all for your generosity.
Both corporate and individual sponsors are welcome to contrib-

ute to this critical program. For
those who would like to donate
to Operation Cool Down and have
questions about the program
please contact Carly Luft, JFEC
Emergency Assistance Coordinator at 860-333-8218 between
9 am-3 pm, M-F.
To mail a check in support
of Operation Cool Down, make
checks payable to ‘JFEC’ and remit to 28 Channing Street, New
London, CT 06320. Indicate the
program name on the memo line
of your check.
For those medically in need
of an AC who cannot afford one,
please contact the Federation office at 860-442-8062 and an application will be mailed to you.

Beth El welcomes
Rabbi Earl Kideckel
By Artie Dean
The Beth El community is overjoyed to welcome our new spiritual
leader, Rabbi Earl Kideckel, to our corner of Southeastern Connecticut.
Normally the congregation would turn out in full force for such an
event. We’d pull out all the stops—throw a big Kiddush luncheon. Certainly, there’d be speeches. And lox, plenty of lox. After all, in the forty
years I’ve lived in the community, Rabbi Kideckel is only the third rabbi
to steward Beth El, after Rabbis Astor and Safman, so this is big news.
As you know, in-person worship has been curtailed in Connecticut as in much of the country. Communal gatherings will have to wait.
The lox will stay frozen. But the warmth and encouragement we want
to extend to Rabbi Kideckel will resonate throughout our community.
He’s already made his presence felt, leading morning, evening, and
Shabbat services. He has a lovely tenor voice, and a gentle, caring way

RABBI CONT. ON PG 5

Bringing cheer to a friend
JFEC’s teen Yachad BBYO chapter’s President, Hannah Linder and
Communications Director, Jack Haynes, delivered some bright and
cheery ‘Get Well’ balloons on behalf of the chapter to Regan Kaye,
Membership Director, shortly after he returned home from having
knee surgery. The giving and receiving made everyone happy as can
be seen from Regan’s smiling face and the smiles under Hannah’s
and Jack’s masks.
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Annual Kosher
chicken barbecue
On Sunday, August 9, from 3:30 to 6:00 pm, the Ahavath Achim
Synagogue on Lebanon Avenue in Colchester is holding a chicken barbecue.
This complete chicken dinner includes half a kosher chicken, a
baked potato, cole slaw, roll, dessert, and a beverage of your choice all
for only $15 per person.
The barbecued chicken is prepared with the same “secret” marinade that has been used for over 50 years.
The public is welcome to either pick up their dinners at the convenient drive through in the rear of the building, or have their dinner
delivered free in Colchester.
Just call 860-537-2809 to reserve dinners and for in-town delivery.

Candle Lighting for Eastern CT area
Friday, July 17
Friday, July 24
Friday, July 31
Friday, Aug 7

•
•
•
•

8:00 pm
7:54 pm
7:49 pm
7:41 pm
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Bayer, Tel Aviv University test drugs
on 3D-printed hearts
Then, it is administered to lab
animals. Finally, the drug is approved for human clinical trials.
Dvir’s 3D-printed tissues could
make the process faster, cheaper
and more efficient.
“In a Petri dish, all the cells
line up in 2D, and it’s only one
type of cell,” said Dvir. “In contrast, our engineered tissues are
3D-printed, and therefore better resemble real heart tissues.
Our printed tissues contain cardiac muscle, blood vessels and
the extracellular matrix which
connects the different cells biochemically, mechanically and
electrically. Moving away from
View of the first 3D-printed vascularized engineered heart in Prof. Tal
Petri dishes to 3D printed tisDvir’s laboratory in the Tel Aviv University. Photo by Flash90
sues could significantly improve
drug tests, saving precious time
By ISRAEL21c Staff
and money with the hope of proHuman heart tissues 3D-printed in Tel Aviv University Prof. Tal ducing safer and more effective
Dvir’s Laboratory for Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine medication.”
will be used to test the cardiotoxicity of experimental drugs according
Dvir hopes eventually to offer
to a collaboration agreement between the university’s tech-transfer Bayer the ability to do pre-clinicompany, Ramot, and pharmaceutical giant Bayer.
cal trials on complete printed or“We are excited to start this new collaboration with Tel Aviv Uni- gans. “Our end goal is to engineer
versity, which will address a new area of early assessment of safety whole human hearts, including
and tolerability of drug candidates,” said Eckhard von Keutz, head of all the different chambers, valves,
Translational Sciences at Bayer.
arteries and veins – the best
“We already have a global network of partners and this new proj- analogue of this complex organ
ect will enable Bayer to expand its open innovation activities to Israel, – for an even better toxicological
which provides a dynamic ecosystem for innovation in biotech and screening process.”
medical research.”
Ramot licensed the technolLast April, Dvir’s lab successfully produced the first-ever 3D-print- ogy to a spin-off company, Maed heart using tissue extracted from a patient.
tricelf, whose first focus is on
This innovative technology has the potential to revolutionize drug engineering personalized spinalscreening.
cord implants to treat paralyzed
Drug candidates go through several phases of screening. First, the patients.
new compound is tested on human tissue cultures in Petri dishes.
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Hadassah News
congregation wherever we lived. Because I moved around so much,
National Hadassah conventions were wonderful because I got to see
friends from all over the country.

Hadassah Profiles: Q & A
Chapter President:
Karen Bloustine
1. Where did you grow up? And what
was your experience of Jewish life as a
youngster?
I grew up in Gary, Indiana. At that time,
the US Steel Mill was the largest in the
world. We lived right on Lake Michigan
so much of my summers were spent at
the beach.
I grew up in an orthodox congregation,
Beth El, with a balcony for women, but
when I was 10 years old, a new synagogue
was built with mixed seating. I attended
Hebrew School and Sunday school and
taught Sunday school when I was in high
school. I was the first girl to have a Bat
Mitzvah in the new building. Our Rabbi
was also a cantor and had a beautiful voice. I was also the President of
B’nai B’rith Girls -(BBG) - in high school and went to regional conferences. My favorite BBG region meeting was at the Red Rocks National
Park in Colorado.
2. When and how did the issues of Zionism and Israel become
important in your life and activities?
My father was active in Israel Bonds and attended meetings in D.C. I
learned as a young child that it was important to support the new state
and help during the War for Independence.

6. What occasioned your move to eastern CT?
My mother had moved to Tacoma, Washington from Los Angeles
to be near us when her health problems worsened. By that time, our
children had settled in the northeast. My mother told me that she knew
we would move east once she died. That came true and we moved to CT
in August 2015. We picked this area as Stan figured out that we would
be right in the middle of our two sets of grandchildren in Brooklyn, N.Y.
and Brookline, MA!
7. What are the ideals and values that move you to contribute
your time and energy to community projects?
I have always believed that it is important to support your Jewish
community and the general community as well. Service to others and
living out Tikkun Olam has motivated me. Joining the PTA to work for
our children, taking a leadership role in our homeowner’s association
are ways we make friends and make a difference. When we lived in
Southern California and the Jewish community was called on to help
with Vietnamese resettlement, I volunteered. So, when Stan and I
learned about the Federation’s helping Syrian refugees, we signed on
and enjoy our work here.

8. What are some of the other community works you are doing
here besides Hadassah?
I am a member of Temple Emanu-El and the Sisterhood and serve on
the Social Action Committee. Stan and I work with the Refugee resettlement group - Start Fresh.
9. Tell us about your family?
Growing up I was close with my aunts and uncles and cousins. My
younger brother lives in Las Vegas and his son is in Boston. I lost a sister at age 42. Her daughters live in Tennessee and North Carolina with
their husbands and children. One of my cousins is Regional President
of Hadassah in Florida and I get to visit with her at conventions. Our

5. We know that you have lived in many communities where you
have been a community leader, active in Jewish and civic causes. Tell
us about some of those experiences.
After college, I lived in San Francisco. That’s where I happily met
my husband Stan at an event of the Young Adult Division of the Jewish
Federation. After our marriage, we lived in several cities around the
country due to Stan’s changing career moves as a physician. I got more
involved in Hadassah and became the chapter President in Sioux City,
Iowa; El Paso, Texas; and Tacoma, Washington. We joined the local

10. Your final thoughts on
your devotion to Hadassah, the
community and your hopes and
plans for the future.
For Hadassah, I hope to continue to be active at the local and
regional level. I want to encourage
our chapter to expand our membership and develop new leaders
for future Presidents and officers
committed to Hadassah’s mission.
I will continue to work for inclusion and for cooperation between
all parts of our Jewish community - and for outreach from the
Jewish community to the general
community to work together on
issues of racial justice, equality,
and community solidarity.

Hadassah Education Series
Jewish Genetic Diseases and
the Founder Effect

3. When and how were you introduced to Hadassah?
My mother had Hadassah meetings at our home and told me that I
started early helping with preparations in our kitchen before the meetings, so it was part of my life. When I married Stan and we lived in Champagne, Illinois, I became a Life Member by turning in an Israel Bond.

4. What were your education and profession?
I attended Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois after I was
introduced to the school at a great summer program. I wanted to study
Debate and planned to be a teacher. After my senior year, I was selected
to attend a program on Speech Therapy. I loved the idea of working with
small groups and helping students with their speaking skills. I stayed
on at Northwestern for my master’s degree. I have worked as a speech
therapist at a special school for the physically handicapped and at elementary, middle and high schools throughout my career.

son Joshua and his wife Rebecca
and my grandchildren Jonah, 12
and Liora, 10, live in Brookline,
MA. Joshua is a physicist. Rebecca
is a French teacher in Wellesley.
She was chosen as the National
Foreign Language Teacher of the
Year for 2019. Our daughter Jennifer is the Head Librarian for the
Manhattan campus of Pace University. Her husband David works
in Development for non-profits.
They live in the Bay Ridge section
of Brooklyn, N.Y. with our granddaughters Maya, 6 and Nora, 4.

Tuesday, July 28 at 7pm

Dr. Stuart Ditchek, “Dr. D.,” as he is
affectionately called by his patients,
acts as medical director of Kids of
Courage after being the medical
director of a sleep away camp for
children with serious, chronic and
life-threatening illnesses for eight
years. He is a board-certified pediatrician with over twenty years experience, an attending physician and
faculty member of the New York
University school of Medicine, Department of Pediatrics, and a recognized expert in the care of high
risk children and young adults.

Did you know that 80 per cent
of American Jews are of Ashkenazi descent?
Did you know that because
of their unique sociological and
biological history, certain genes
are carried from generation to
generation? The influences of
shtetl life, familial clusters and
migration patterns contribute to
certain conditions and disorders
being more prevalent in Jews of
Ashkenazi descent than in the
general public. This makes education and screening essential
for identification and treatment.
How do we identify the Ashkenazi Jews?
How do we identify the Ashkenazi Jews? For 2000 years,

Jews have been a migratory
people establishing communities througout the Middle East
and Mediterranean area and then
in Europe. Today we divide Jews
into three groups - Middle-Eastern, Sephardi and Ashkenazi.
In the 12th and 13th centuries, Jews expelled from Western
Europe moved east, settling in
Poland, Lithuania, Belarus, the
Ukraine and Russia where they
remained, mostly isolated, for the
next five centures. These are the
Ashenazim. In the late 19th and
early 20th centuries, they moved
to the Americas, Western Europe,
Australia, South Africa and Palestine. Because they were isolated
for centuries and grew from a

SERIES CONT. ON PG 13
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Enjoy a JETI talk
On Wednesday, July 1st, Congregation Beth El launched
a new virtual program, JETI
TALKS (Jewish Education,
Theology, and Information).
Each week we will host a guest
speaker from the community
who will speak about their expertise or interest in a short
talk.
On
Wednesdays,
July
15, 22, and August 5 at 6:30
p.m. Jerry Fischer will discuss
the beginnings of Zionism, the
development of the pre-State
Jewish settlement in Palestine,
and then go through the founding of the State, the post-founding
wars (he was there for the Six Day War, armed with a Czech bolt action rifle), and the current situation, as reflected in David Makovsky
and Dennis Ross’s new book, Be Strong and of Good Courage.
This is a free program for the community and by the community,
and all are welcome Join.
Zoom Meeting:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83377910306?pwd=SnN0aVQzb
VgrWG8xbjR3TkZQNXd6UT09
Meeting ID: 833 7791 0306     Password: JETI
Anyone interested in giving a short talk (20-45 min), please contact the Beth El office 860-442-0418. You don’t have to be a member
to give a talk.

SUBSCRIBE. ADVERTISE.
During times of crisis, crucial information about
your community comes from local reporters.

SUPPORT

To subscribe, visit theday.com/subscribe
To advertise, contact your Media Consultant
or call 860-701-4440

TBIPS Plans for a strong
and vibrant future
TBIPS Elects Officers and Directors and Establishes New Board Posts to
Involve Multigenerational Members from Around the World

The Temple Beth Israel Preservation Sociaty (TBIPS) recently celebrated its tenth anniversary as an organization dedicated to preserving the historic Temple Beth Israel in Danielson. Incorporated in 2009,
the Preservation society has grown from a small group of children of
founders of the Temple who shared a dream to a vibrant nonprofit
corporation which has drawn local and national attention for its mission and its ability to engage such diverse groups as the DAR, CT Historic Preservation, Last Green Valley. It has secured grants to restore
in renovate the building, secured listings of the building on the state
and national registers of historic places, create a documentary film,
and launched innovative educational, cultural and religious programing that has involved the local interfaith community.
As it embarks on the next decade, the Preservation Society has taken a bold step toward involving the next generation of descendants of
the founders of Temple Beth Israel in its mission of honoring the past
and enriching the future, honoring the founders of the Temple, most
of whom were Holocaust survivors, some partisan fighters and others
members of the US armed forces who served with distinction. By creating a new classification of directors – “adjunct directors,” the Preservation Society has elected a dedicated group of children and grandchildren of founders of the community who live around the country
including Seattle Washington, Nashville, TN, Boston, MA, Providence

RI and …. New Jersey.
The Preservation Society has
also appointed a group of Board
Advisors from around the country and in Israel who participate
in board meetings and provide
valuable advice and support.
Twenty-Seven directors, adjunct
directors and advisors attended a
recent virtual Board of Directors
meeting and committed to help
create new programming and to
advance the mission of the Society, in particular, as it relates to
human rights, religious freedom,
and solidarity among various
houses of worship. As the Preservation Society embraces its
next generation, the future of TBI
looks strong.

By Naama Barak, Israel21c
In good news for Israeli spy thriller fans worldwide, Apple TV has
picked up a news series co-created by “Fauda” writer Moshe Zonder.
The new show, “Tehran,” tells the story of a young Iranian-born
Israeli hacker sent by the Mossad back to her hometown to disable
a nuclear reactor. However, her plan goes awry and she finds herself
stuck in the Islamic Republic.
The show’s protagonist is played by Israeli actress Niv Sultan, who
is joined by Israeli-Iranian and American-Iranian actors such as Liraz
Charhi, Shaun Toub and Navid Negahban, who speak a mix of Hebrew,
English and Persian throughout the series.
Released in Israel on June 22, the show was produced by local public broadcaster KAN and was shot in Athens, Greece. No date for the US

release has been announced yet.
The global distribution rights
for the series were acquired in
2019 by media production and
distribution Cineflix, which reportedly also helped broker the
multi-million Apple TV deal.
Zonder was the head writer
for hit show “Fauda,” the first
Israeli series to be released as
original content on Netflix. He
was joined on “Tehran” by writer
Omri Shenhar and director Daniel Syrkin.

Loved Fauda? Apple TV to stream
its writer’s new thriller
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Artie
Dean
RABBI

CONT. FROM PG 1

getting to know the congregants during our Zoom virtual services.
We did get to meet him in person, of course, during a Shabbat weekend
well before COVID-19 changed our world.
Originally from Toronto, Canada, Rabbi Kideckel spent the past
twenty-five years in Massachusetts where he was the Rabbi at Temple
Beth Torah in Holliston until 2017. He then performed life cycle events
for the unaffiliated, an essential service for those not formally part of
a congregation. He’s had an interesting and varied career, moving to
New York from Canada years ago to attend Columbia University where
he got a B.A. in Political Science. He stayed in New York to attend the
Jewish Theological Seminary where he was ordained as a Rabbi and
also received his B.A. and M.A.
Rabbi Kideckel and his wife, Lisa, raised three children—two boys
and a girl while in Holliston and Swampscott, Massachusetts. They’re
all adults now, and encouraged the Rabbi to take this new position
here at Beth El. Lisa has a background in early childhood education
with degrees from Cornell University and University of Maryland and
was the Director of Preschool Education at Congregation Mishkan Tefilla in Chestnut Hill, MA.
Certainly, the Jewish People have faced adversity before, and our
history is filled with instances when our freedom to worship was curtailed. But this is the first time in our living memory that indoor worship was banned due to fear of infection. Beth El, like many congregations in the country, is holding virtual prayer services using Zoom.
I talked with Rabbi Kideckel about the challenges we face as a community due to the pandemic.
The Rabbi seemed unfazed. “We have well attended services using
Zoom,” he said. “We hold morning and evening minyans, Shabbat services on Friday evenings and Saturday mornings.” He pointed out that
with virtual prayer people from all over the country can join in without leaving their community. “People can come to shul from home. It’s
easier and safer.” He gave the example of a creative congregation in
Miami, that used a drive-in theater to stay safe for Shabbat services.
“They brought in a cantor from Buenos Aries (virtually of course).

Chuck and Romana Primus, Owners

Come in! We’d like to meet you!
475 Broad St., New London CT • 860-443-CITY

People attended on Zoom from
all over Miami.”
He continued. “Try to find a
way to help people be part of the
community. (With social distancing for those who want to meet
in person.) Make sure people feel
safe. Make sure people feel comfortable.”
Our conversation took a philosophical bent, and the Rabbi
made several important points.
“The Pandemic is teaching us
lessons about life.
1)Our lives and health are
more important than our possessions.
2)People are hungry. Judaism
teaches us to reach out to help
them.
3)Unemployment is at a tragic
level. We need to move forward
and help those in need.
4) These times make us realize how important family is. We
need to help our older family
members.
5)We need to reach out to
those in the community who may
be feeling isolated.
The first commandment in the
Torah is that no person should be
alone. (God tells Adam he should
have a wife.)”
Beth El, in recent months,
has seen a marked increase in
congregants attending prayer
services since we went virtual. I,
myself, have felt an increased desire to join with the community
at a time when close contact with
others is dangerous. People in
mourning or observing Yahrzeit
need a minyan to say Kaddish for
loved ones. Zoom allows all these
things.
I asked Rabbi Kideckel about
his plans for the future of worship at Beth El.
“Right now the goal is to provide education and prayer services through Zoom. Social activities
will depend on the Governor’s
guidance for our state. We are
hoping to be part of a Jewish
Community Campus when it becomes a reality.”
The Rabbi is planning “Coffee
without coffee with the Rabbi,”
meetings with small groups in
the coming weeks, getting to
know congregants in person,
while still keeping everyone safe.
Rabbi Kideckel is already
making plans to work together
with the other Rabbis in the area.
Plans are being made for joint
virtual services for Tisha B’Av
(July 29-30). An inspiring joint
service for Shavuot was held in
May, one that many of
Plans for the high holiday
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services will remain virtual due to the large numbers involved. Many
people want to hear the sound of the shofar in person, so perhaps that
will be achieved at Tashlich when people are outside.
The Rabbi shared his impressions of the community. “They are
very welcoming, extremely warm, reaching out to make me comfortable and see if I need anything. President Kathleen McFadden has been
bringing me her home made challahs. We have been receiving a weekly delivery of challot from the Sternbergs (Chabad) by an executive of
our Jewish Federation who lives in our area. Your community has a
good history. There’s a warmth here that’s beautiful.”
This past Shabbat morning the Board of Directors sponsored a welcome service for Rabbi Kideckel. I estimated close to 100 participants.
Board members Richard Simonson and Michael Cohen read Torah. B’al
Tefilla Diane Maran read Torah and gave a D’var. Past presidents Steve
Daren, Dan Bendor (joined by wife, Karla) read prayers, as did vicepresident Judy Engel. Jerry Fischer joined Ella Sackett in leading Ashrei. Congregational President, Kathleen McFadden, delivered a warm
welcome speech for Rabbi Kideckel who led the service and held a
Torah study session.
I was struck by the warmth of it all. I could see the smiles on everyone’s faces as the service ended. People stayed on, chatting casually
with the Rabbi, and each other, wishing everyone a Shabbat Shalom.
I asked Kathleen McFadden for her thoughts.
She said, “It has been an absolute privilege and joy working and
davening with Rabbi Kideckel for the past few weeks. He brings professionalism, enthusiasm, creativity, and a positive energy to everything
he does. I’m looking forward to watching him apply his considerable
talents as Beth El’s Rabbi. He has the talent, flexibility and resourcefulness to make Beth El a vibrant community even in the midst of COVID-19.”
I, too, have been impressed with the Rabbi’s warmth and spirit. We
look forward to the New Year with him here to guide us. Welcome!

Synagogues closed
again in California

By Marcy Oster, JTA
Synagogues in California have been shut down again following
statewide restrictions announced by the governor with cases of the
coronavirus there continuing to rise.
The order issued Monday closes all indoor dining, bars, zoos and
museums throughout the state, as well as gyms, houses of worship,
hair salons, malls and other businesses in 29 counties that are home
to some 80 percent of Californians, the Los Angeles Times reported.
The closures by Gov. Gavin Newsom come a month after the state
said that restaurants, retail stores, bars, religious services and gyms
could reopen with modifications in certain counties.
Over a dozen Orthodox synagogues in Los Angeles signed a letter in
May saying they would stay closed an additional two weeks after the
state permits gatherings of 10 or more.
There have been more than 7,000 deaths from the coronavirus in
California, which has averaged 8,211 new cases a day of COVID-19 in
the last week, the Times reported Monday. The previous week, the average was 7,876.
Meanwhile, Los Angeles Unified School District Superintendent
Austin Beutner announced Monday that district schools would open
the new term with classes held online.

ROUTINE, FUNCTIONAL &
HOLISTIC VISION CARE
Also specializing in:
Contact Lenses, Learning Challenges, ADD, ADHD, Autism
Located at Pearle Vision | Waterford Commons, Waterford, CT
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Ultraviolet light can reduce Covid transmission indoors
By Nicky Blackburn, Israel21c
One of the biggest questions facing us these days is how we can
make our indoor spaces safe from Covid-19 contagion.
Studies have shown that we are far more likely to catch the virus in
closed indoor spaces like offices, schools, public transport, museums
and health centers rather than outdoors.
A team of international scientists, including Prof. Ido Kaminer of
the Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, studied various methods
to prevent coronavirus contagion in indoor spaces. Based on their
findings, recently published in ACS Nano, they advocate the use of ultraviolet light as a “particularly efficient, easily deployable, and economically affordable” way to inactivate the virus.
The experts, from the fields of virology, immunology, aerosols, architecture, and physics, researched currently available UV-C sources,
such as fluorescent lamps, microcavity plasmas, and LEDs.
They concluded that by applying this type of light on the inside of
the ventilation systems of buildings and in shared indoor spaces while
not in use, it will be possible to quickly and efficiently deactivate both
airborne and surface-deposited SARS-CoV-2 viruses.

Federal judge rejects
$19 million settlement

By Marcy Oster, JTA
A federal judge has rejected a $19 million settlement for women
who have accused Harvey Weinstein of sexual misconduct.
District Judge Alvin Hellerstein in New York objected to several aspects of the class-action settlement agreed upon about two weeks ago,
Variety reported. July 14’s ruling noted specifically how the agreement
handles the claims of women who did not come forward for the lawsuit and the millions of dollars that Weinstein and his company will
pay out in attorneys’ fees.
Hellerstein believes the women had such varying experiences with
Weinstein that the case is not appropriate as a class action, according
to Variety.
“The idea that Harvey Weinstein can get a defense fund ahead of
the claimants is obnoxious,” he said at the hearing, according to reports. “The idea you can regulate the claims of people not in the settlement — I can’t subscribe to that.”
The settlement would have used money paid out by the Weinstein
Company’s insurance company to establish funds for class-action
claimants, individual plaintiffs, the company’s creditors, and defense
attorneys working for Weinstein and his firm’s officers and directors.
Three of the plaintiffs in the class-action suit had objected to the
settlement.
Weinstein was convicted of rape and sexual assault in February in
New York and sentenced to 23 years in prison. He still faces charges in
a separate case in Los Angeles.

The team also explored the
cost of deploying such a technology and argue that a global
capital investment of a few billion dollars in UV-C sources could
protect more than a billion indoor workers worldwide.
“The COVID-19 outbreak,
caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus, is posing an extraordinary
challenge that requires swift
worldwide action for the massive
deployment of affordable and
ready-to-apply measures to drastically reduce its transmission
probabilities in indoor spaces,”
the report said.
Pathways of viral infection
in everyday life. Placement of
UV-C light sources at ventilation
systems and rooms not in use,
without direct optical paths to
humans, help reduce virus propagation. Image sketches by Nacho
Gaubert
“Doing so will allow for the
eventual return to conventional
activities such as working at the
office, going to school, or even attending entertainment events.”
Recent studies show that Covid-19 virus transmission follows
two main paths. It can be transmitted through the air in droplets
exhaled by infected individuals
and inhaled by healthy individuals, or it can be left on surfaces
from exhalations or hand contact.
Filters and chemicals are possible solutions to minimize this
problem, but their installation
may be costly and time-consuming. In addition, some chemicals
that are effective for virus disinfection, such as ozone, can be
harmful if misused.
The other experts include
professors Javier García de Abajo
(Catalan Institution for Research
and Advanced Studies), Andreas
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Meyerhans (Universitat Pompeu Fabra), Joan Rosell-Llompart (University Rovira i Virgili), Rufino Javier Hernández (University of the
Basque Country) and Tilman Sanchez-Elsner (University of Southampton).

Pathways of viral infection in everyday life. Placement of UV-C light
sources at ventilation systems and rooms not in use, without direct
optical paths to humans, help reduce virus propagation. Image
sketches by Nacho Gaubert

‘Let’s Go 860’ cheers on
reopening businesses
Eastern CT – Let’s Go 860 (#letsgo860) captures Eastern Connecticut’s can-do camaraderie in a new marketing campaign open to all
local businesses. This shop-local promotion invites customers to go
shopping, to go out to dinner, and to enjoy a host of activities in the
860 area code— from haircuts to winery tours — as venues reopen
after COVID restrictions.
A brainstorm of local business leaders and endorsed by six regional chambers, at the heart of this volunteer and grassroots promotion
is LetsGo860.com — a map of local businesses that integrates with
already-existing Google map data, allowing all the businesses in the
region to link/list their businesses with updated hours and services
under the new guidelines. The website also provides safety information for visiting businesses in Connecticut.
Consumers are being made aware of this campaign and driven to
the map web address through a consortium of media partners who
had donated time, resources, and ad/air space. These generous partners include:
Hall Communications, Full Power Radio, WINY, WLIS/WMRD,
Cumulus Media, The Day Publishing Company, The Bulletin, and the
Post Road Review. Donations of signs and services have been made
by Critical Signs, Camaro Signs, Prokop Signs, Media Design Solutions,
with branding services provided by Eighty Six Media and Miranda Creative. The campaign, conceived by a volunteer group of local business
leaders, represents the region’s strong community spirit and in-thistogether attitude.
Chambers across the region signed onto the joint campaign: Chamber of Commerce of Eastern CT, Greater Mystic Chamber of Commerce,
Greater Norwich Area Chamber of Commerce, Northeastern Connecticut Chamber of Commerce, Old Saybrook Chamber of Commerce, and
Windham Region Chamber of Commerce.
Consumers and peers can view local businesses by visiting LetsGo860.com or using #LetsGo860 on social media. Local businesses
can learn how to update hours and services and include their location
on the map. Information on participating in the campaign is available
at the website or by contacting the Chamber of Commerce.
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Israeli army reports near tripling
of coronavirus cases
By Ron Kampeas, JTA
Israel’s army reported a near tripling of coronavirus cases in nine days, The Times of Israel reported.
The military released figures showing infections
rising from 203 on July 4 to 568 on Monday, according to the news site.
Israel is undergoing a spike in reported cases of

the virus. In the 24 hours ending the morning of
July 8, Israel recorded more than 1,300 cases, the
highest number since the outbreak.
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has acknowledged that the country reopened too soon
after having diminished the number of infections.

Jewish tradition teaches that the world depends on gemilut chasadim –
acts of loving-kindness performed without expectation of reward. Even
when the needs around us might seem enormous, we are called upon to
help one another in any way we can. As our sages taught, “You are not
required to complete the task, but you also may not refrain from it.” Pirkei
Avot 2:21
This Family Mitzvah Kit, created by Doing Good Together in partnership
with PJ Library, offers hands-on activities and conversation starters to do
mitzvot and spread kindness while safely distancing. Perhaps even more
importantly, it provides a springboard for conversation and an opportunity
to model family values.
Included in the kit are coloring pages for kindness cards to seniors in our
community. This “coloring for smiles” activity is sure to bring an abundance
of smiles to seniors from JFEC’s Senior Outreach program!
While it’s impossible to predict how the pandemic will continue to play out
in our communities and to know when life will return to “normal”, I also
know how important our collective work is in supporting each other.
Contact Barbara Wolfe at pjlibrary@jfec.com to participate!
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Realtor Corner
The Market – July 1, 2020
By Geoff Hausmann
What would happen if you were like King
Midas where everything you touched turned to
gold? Did you think that the COVID-19 Pandemic
was going to kill the real estate market? Did you think I was like many
Americans and took a few months off?
During the last few months, I was asked what is going to happen
to the housing market as many Americans were home and the unemployment rate continued to climb. I continued to say what all the
National Association of Realtors Economists stated that the housing
market is going to help the economy recover.
The housing market is determined by the number of residential
listings that are currently active on the market. Under six months of
inventory is considered a Seller’s market. June 1, the market indicator
was 3.3. A month later the indictor dropped to 2.8. What does this
mean? Well, sellers can request more money for their property and
get it. For New London County, there were 660 active residential listings for July 1, 2020. A year earlier in 2019, there were 1310 active
listings.
I have listed several properties in the last couple of weeks only to
have bidding wars on each of them. I had a buyer who offered $20,000
over the asking price and was not high enough. This market is insane!
As a buyer, what should you do? Talk to your mortgage person or
bank and get pre-approved. Do not play games with the listing price
by offering less. In the past, an agent would ask for highest and best
when there are multiple offers, but today, this is not always happening.
The bottom line is to call me today if you are considering selling
your property. Interest rates are expected to begin to rise again in September and the market could change in a second.
The biggest problem of the current market is that properties are
not appraising. An appraiser needs to compare the current property
to previously sold properties to complete appraisal for the mortgage.
Please remember you can search for homes at www.CallTheHouseMan.com. Do you have a question about real estate? Advice/
responses will be made by: Geoff Hausmann, RE/MAX on the Bay, 860443-4400, Geoff@CallTheHouseMan.com

HELP!
I am trying to find homes for several buyers and there is a shortage of homes for sale in this area. Do you know anyone in our area
that might be thinking of moving?

Everyone counts: We are counting on you!
Here in Eastern Connecticut the JFEC works to support, sustain
and revitalize Jewish life. But we can’t do it without you.
Send in your donation today.

AUTO | HOME | COMMERCIAL | MARINE

LEVINE
INSURANCE GROUP, LLC

ANDREW J. LEVINE

Owner, Producer, 40+ Years Experience
221 Boston Post Rd.
P.O. Box 339
East Lyme, CT 06333

860-739-4444 Office
860-739-6861 Fax
andy@ligct.com
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3D printer aircraft
By Edgar Asher, Ashernet
Students from the Technion Faculty of Aerospace
Engineering conducted the successful maiden test flight
of the A3TB (Active Aeroelastic Aircraft Testbed), an experimental platform for studying phenomena related to
wing flexibility and future flexible aircraft design. The
flight took place on May 15, two months after the project won the Student Project Competition in memory of
Dr. Shlomit Gali, during the 60th Israel Annual Conference on Aerospace Sciences.
Designing modern aircraft includes numerous chal-

performance can be evaluated during flight so that special
control mechanisms can be designed to improve its performance, response to wind gusts, and stability.
The A3TB platform weighs 10 kg (20 lbs), and its
wingspan is three meters (10 ft). It was designed by two
groups of students under the guidance of Dr. Lucy EderyAzulay and Professsor Daniella Raveh, in collaboration
with the Directorate of Defense Research and Development (DDR&D) at Israel’s Ministry of Defense. The first
test flight, that was conducted on May 15, demonstrated

The A3TB aircraft in flight.

that the platform is capable of flying straight and horizontal at sea level, including maneuvers. This flight is
an important milestone in the platform’s continued development.
“The concept we developed, and the possibility of
printing the entire aircraft on a 3D printer, offer considerable freedom in designing the airplane and an
enormous cost advantage compared to airplanes made
of composite materials or metals.” explained Professor Raveh. “Since it is a test airplane that is expected
to crash at some point, these features make it possible
to make many improvements, without large investments. The group is currently working on an automatic
control mechanism that will be installed on the second
generation of the aircraft, the A3TB-G2, in the next few
months, and we hope to report on additional interesting results in the near future.” © ASHERNET

Professor Daniella Raveh (3rd from right) with the Technion students.
lenges, including the economic-environmental challenge of reducing fuel consumption and decreasing
pollution. One of the solutions is designing lightweight
aircraft structures with a large wingspan, thus reducing
the drag forces. Lengthening the wings inevitably leads
to increased flexibility, which spurs structural tremors
and sometimes even a loss of stability. Engineering solutions, such as control mechanisms, require complex
multidisciplinary R&D that combine mathematical and
numeric models with simulations in the lab, as well as
test flights essential for verifying performance.
During these test flights, one must also consider the
risk of crashing. For this reason, there is a need for inexpensive and safe testing platforms which can be ‘sacrificed’ at relatively low cost in both money and project time. With the A3TB platform, optimal production
design can be presented at a high speed and low cost.
This platform therefore signals a breakthrough in the
design of a flexible wing platform manufactured using
a 3D printer.
For the past two years two groups of students, at the
Technion’s Faculty of Aerospace Engineering, have been
developing an aeroelastic tester of this sort – a light
aircraft whose wings are long and flexible, and whose

The A3TB aircraft taking off.
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Here’s a fresh take on whitefish salad

By Rebecca Firkser, JTA
Few things are more reminiscent of classic Jewish
deli fare than whitefish salad. And while buying it by
the pint is a weekend morning luxury, making your own
whitefish salad might be even better because you can

tailor it to your exact flavor preferences.
Not a dill fan? Skip it! Like things
uber-tart? Add more lemon juice.
The only thing that’s non-negotiable:
smoked fish.
Still, there’s room for creativity — this salad is just as tasty when
made with whitefish as it is with hotsmoked salmon or trout.
As for the dairy that tethers together the salad, nothing is as delightfully rich as creamy labneh, but
you could just as easily sub in full-fat
Greek yogurt or sour cream if you
have them on hand.
Serve this smoked fish salad with
toasted marbled rye bread (the superior choice, in my opinion) or make
a bagel sandwich, though you could
just as easily swap the bread for a pile
of crisp Little Gem or Bibb lettuce
with a handful of crackers on the side. Just don’t skip an
extra squeeze of lemon to finish.

Entertainers address
their problems

By Edgar Asher, Ashernet
With nearly all places of entertainment closed because of the corona virus epidemic, the usual selection
of theater and concerts has been almost completely
curtailed. On July 2, the government announced that
the second wave of the virus was now taking hold
and many new cases have been reported to the health
authorities. This will mean that the government will
have to introduce much more stringent measures just
at a time when it was thought that the epidemic was
being brought under control.

On national television Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu announced the reintroduction of severe restrictions on public gatherings such as event locations, bars, clubs
and synagogues.
There are serious new pockets of infection in locations around the country. These
areas will be carefully controlled to help
eradicate the disease. Also testing will be increased where possible. © ASHERNET

Street entertainers on
July 2 in Jerusalem’s Emek
Refaim Street drawing
attention to the public
to the plight of the entertainment industry due to
restriction caused by the
corona epidemic.

Ingredients:
6 scallions, thinly sliced
Zest and juice of 1 lemon, plus more juice to taste
Kosher salt and black pepper
1/2 to 3/4 cup labneh, Greek yogurt, or sour cream
2 pounds hot-smoked whitefish, trout or salmon,
picked off the bone
4 stalks celery, thinly sliced on the bias, plus any
leaves, reserved
1/2 cup fresh parsley, roughly chopped
1/4 cup fresh dill, roughly chopped
Rye toast, bagels or crackers, for serving
Crisp lettuce and/or sliced cucumbers, for serving
Lemon wedges, for serving
Directions:
1. Combine scallions, lemon zest and juice in a large
bowl. Season with salt and pepper and let sit for at least
5 minutes or up to 1 hour.
2. Stir in labneh (start with 1/2 cup and add more
to taste after the following ingredients), then fold in
picked fish, sliced celery, parsley, all but 1 tablespoon
dill and sliced chives. Season with more salt, pepper
and lemon juice to taste.
3. Top with reserved dill and celery leaves. Serve
with toast, bagels or crackers, as well as lettuce, cucumbers and lemon.
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‘Uncomfortable conversations’
By Marcy Oster, JTA
New England Patriots receiver Julian Edelman invited fellow NFL
star DeSean Jackson to have “uncomfortable conversations” about
anti-Semitism and the hatred of Blacks.
Edelman was responding to recent posts by Jackson attributed to
Adolf Hitler, which Jackson later removed and apologized for, and the
reaction to them, including calls for him to be cut by the Philadelphia
Eagles.
In an Instagram video, Edelman offered to accompany Jackson to
the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum, and then to join Jackson on a

a Jewish father and his mother is
not Jewish. He was not raised in
the faith.
“I’m kind of Jewish, but not really,” he said at the time.
But since then he has shown
his Jewish pride on a number of
occasions. In a 2014 game, for
instance, he wore a pin featuring
the Israeli flag. He has tweeted
about Jewish holidays.
He even went on a
Birthright-style trip to
Israel, and has written a
children’s book that references modern-day Zionism founder Theodor
Herzl.
After the Pittsburgh
synagogue shooting in
the fall that killed 11, he
wore special cleats with
Hebrew to honor the victims. And in December
he wore custom cleats
to support the Israel
Baseball
Association.
They were auctioned off
Julian Edelman warms up before a game against the Houston Texans at to raise money for the
NRG Stadium in Houston, Dec. 1, 2019. (Wesley Hitt/Getty Images)
cause.
Another Jewish NFL,
tour of the National Museum of African American History and Culture, Kansas City Chiefs lineman
both located on the National Mall in Washington, D.C.
Mitchell Schwartz, also joined the
“I know he said some ugly things, but I do see an opportunity to conversation in a message posted
have a conversation,” Edelman said. “I am proud of my Jewish heri- on Twitter.
tage. But for me it’s not just about religion. It’s about community and
“As a Jewish American in the
culture as well.
NFL, I stand with my brothers of
“Whenever I encountered hatred, it never really felt like it was all races and creeds against any
aimed at me. It was only after I was part of this community that I form of discrimination and hate,”
learned how destructive that is,” said Edelman, 33, who only began he wrote. “One of the things that
identifying as Jewish in the last decade. He said he first encountered makes our game so great is the
anti-Semitism directed at him when he was called a “kike” on the foot- diverse background of the guys in
ball field in 2011.
the locker room, not just from a
Edelman said the controversy over Jackson’s remarks should not racial standpoint, but from a relidistract from the importance of the Black Lives Matter movement, gious one as well.”
which Jackson has been actively supporting on social media.
He added that his teammates
“We need to listen, we need to learn and we need to act,” Edelman “have always been supportive
said. “We need to have those uncomfortable conversations. If we’re go- and interested in my faith,” and
ing to have real change.”
noted “the number of hate crimes
Before the Super Bowl in 2012, Edelman acknowledged that he has against Jews has reached record
levels in the past few years.”
Schwartz also highlighted his
support for the Black Lives Matter movement.
“My hope is we can use this
moment to shed light on and
bring awareness to the hate and
oppression the Jewish Community still faces while standing
strong with the Black Lives MatFOR ALL YOUR
ter movement,” he wrote. “We
REAL ESTATE NEEDS
can only have change if we denounce racism and bias in all its
Direct: 860-443-4400 Cell: 860-625-5255
forms. Our platforms as athletes
are a powerful tool, and with
Email: Geoff@CallTheHouseMan.com
them comes immense responsiWebsite: www.CallTheHouseman.com
bility. We can all do better.”

ON THE BAY

Blog: C T H ouse M a n.com

The ‘Ofek 16’ satellite roaring in to space on July 6.

Israeli satellite successfully
launched into space
By Edgar Asher, Ashernet
In the early hours of July 6 Israel successfully launched from the
center of the country an ‘Ofek 16’ reconnaissance satellite into space
orbit. The Defense Ministry announced that the launch was by an Israeli ‘Shavit’ launcher and that the satellite has already started transmitting data back to Israel.
The first Israeli satellite (Ofek 1), was launched in the year 1988. In
the years following this success, the Ministry of Defense has allocated
significant budgets in the field of satellite development.
The satellite program significantly enhances the intelligence capabilities of the State of Israel, due to the groundbreaking technology
and capabilities developed by Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI), and
additional partner industries.
The satellite industry in Israel and around the world, fuels the production of new, advanced technology. Investment in this field produces
first and foremost, strategic defense systems, but also technological
innovation and solutions that assist industries in coping with various
technological obstacles. This is because technology in the field of satellites must constantly push boundaries – combining advanced programing, algorithms, engineering, and systems that must persevere in
the challenging conditions that space launches and space operations
include (issues surrounding durability, strength versus weight, and
more).
The State of Israel was the seventh country in the world to achieve
full space capabilities (launching satellites), and today, Israel is one of
13 countries in the world with such capabilities, alongside the United
States, Italy, France, Japan, India, the U.K., Ukraine, China, Russia, Iran,
North and South Korea. © ASHERNET

LGBTQ rights group names
Israel advocate as director

By Ron Kampeas, JTA
An LGBTQ rights group has named a longtime Israel advocate as its
leader amid increasing criticism of the Jewish state from the left.
A Wider Bridge announced the appointment of Ethan Felson, formerly executive director of the Israel Action Network, on Monday. The
network is the Israel advocacy arm of the Jewish Federations of North
America. Felson is a longtime leading pro-Israel professional with
roots in Jewish community outreach to other minorities.
The announcement by the 10-year-old New York-based group,
which advocates for LGBTQ rights in Israel and for Israel in the international LGBTQ community, comes as the pro-Israel movement faces
twin challenges: Defending Israel as it appears set upon annexing part
of the West Bank, and grappling with the role of Jewish groups in advocating for civil rights reforms in the wake of unrest triggered by police
violence against African-Americans.
Felson, with his long experience advocating for Israel and in community outreach, is in a position to raise the group’s game at a critical
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This new Holocaust education law matters now more than ever
By Rhoda Smolow, Kveller
Good news is always welcome, and despite an onslaught of harrowing headlines, we got a dose of positivity on May 28 when President Trump signed into law a bipartisan bill that was supported by an
overwhelming majority of Congress. The Never Again Education Act
(NAEA) — passed by the House of Representatives in a 393-5 vote and

tors in mitigating its spread and
virulence but, like ventilators and
PPE’s, there is sometimes more
demand than supply.
When the bubonic plague
swept Europe in the 14th cen-

Header image by Undrey/Getty Images
approved in the Senate by unanimous consent — will fund Holocaust
awareness programming in middle schools and high schools.
Holocaust education? You might be wondering: Why now? Why,
amid a pandemic, unprecedented protests against racial injustice,
crushing economic pressure, a national election, and deep political
division?
Because when our gridlocked lawmaking system yields to near
unanimity on the need for a law, there’s no better time to act.
Because focusing on coronavirus doesn’t mean we ignore other
forms of contagion.
And because the lesson of the Holocaust — and the language of the
NAEA — speak directly to the struggle against racism as well.
Studies show Holocaust awareness declining and anti-Jewish hate
crimes are rising — not just in societies associated with anti-Semitism,
but in the United States, home to what we think of as the safest Diaspora community in history. More hate crimes in America target Jews
than any other religious group. And from Pittsburgh to Poway, from
Monsey to Jersey City, the attacks are deadlier than ever.
Anti-Semitism is itself a virus. In country after country, century after century, the Jewish people have been subjected to discrimination,
forced conversion, expulsion and mass murder. The disease crests and
wanes but never disappears. Democracy and education are proven fac-
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860-887-0896

tury, thousands were massacred
in anti-Semitic attacks ignited by
conspiracy theories blaming Jews
for the pandemic. We hear similar claims from hate groups and
individuals today — that Jews or
Israel, George Soros or the Rothschilds, are behind coronavirus,
either to assert their supremacy
or later save the world with a vaccine. These libels are less deadly
than in medieval times but amplified and spread by today’s communication tools.
Fortunately, America is still a
place where the vast majority of
citizens and leaders stand with
the Jewish people. We not only
have the freedom to defend ourselves, our neighbors protect us,
as well. The vast majority also
consider hate — against Jews or
anyone else — everybody’s problem. They understand that tolerance and inclusion are not red or
blue issues but values for all.
The new law enables the
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (itself chartered by
an Act of Congress) to expand
its training and programming
for teachers across the country
by developing and disseminating materials designed to foster
understanding of the Holocaust,
educate students on its history

and on the urgency of opposing hate, bigotry, and genocide against any
group. The measure provides $10 million in funding over the next five
years and calls for the museum’s director to engage “with State and
local education leaders to encourage the adoption of resources supported under this Act into curricula across diverse disciplines.”
This monumental initiative was passed with critical support from
Representatives Carolyn Maloney (D-NY) and Elise Stefanik (R-NY). In
the Senate, the drive was led by Senators Jacky Rosen (D-NV), Kevin
Cramer (R-ND), Marco Rubio (R-FL), and Richard Blumenthal (D-CT).
From the start, the NAEA has been a signature goal of Hadassah, the
Women’s Zionist Organization of America. Holocaust education is an
expression of our stake in the fight against ignorance that allows antiSemitism and all forms of hate to grow. The lesson of the Holocaust is
part of the larger pursuit of equality and justice. Hadassah stands today with people across the United States in condemning the murders
of George Floyd, Ahmaud Arbery, and Breonna Taylor, and in solidarity
with communities of Color — and all those from other communities
— in denouncing instances of police brutality and opposing systemic
racism.
Seventy-five years after the end of World War II, the number of
living Holocaust survivors is dwindling. If “Never Again” is to mean
anything, now is the time to deploy our democratic institutions and
educational vision to promote our highest ideals and curb humanity’s
basest instincts. The passage of the NAEA is a clear demonstration that
America will not allow memory of the Holocaust to fade and that our
political leadership, across the country and across the board, stands
behind the effort.
Times of great stress threaten diverse immune systems — of body
and soul, of polity and economy. For America to maintain itself as a
healthy society with informed citizens, Holocaust education is a key
prescription. The NAEA has become law at the time when —as virtually all in Washington agree — it is needed most.

First clinical evidence:

Cannabis microdoses relieve pain
By ISRAEL21c Staff
Israeli med-tech company Syqe Medical has conducted the first
clinical trial to demonstrate that extremely low and precise doses of
inhaled THC – the principal psychoactive constituent of cannabis – can
effectively relieve pain, while avoiding the common side effects associated with cannabis use.
The study, published in the European Journal of Pain, is the first
scientific confirmation that microdosing – using extremely low doses
of active drug compounds to treat various conditions – works with
cannabis.
Until now there has been scarce scientific evidence to support
claims of microdosing benefits and safety. The placebo-controlled,
double-blind, multi-dose study was conducted at Rambam Medical
Center in Israel and examined blood THC levels, pain relief, cognitive
functions and psychoactivity.
The study shows that an optimally effective dose to relieve pain is
just 500 micrograms of THC.
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‘Car Nidre’ and shofar flash mobs:
here’s what the High Holidays might look like
line may rely even more heavily on outdoor space. Chabad Heights’s
Kirschenbaum said he’s lucky that his synagogue has a backyard
where he can host services, albeit with fewer attendees than usual.
Despite the reduced capacity, he doesn’t anticipate turning people
away: many are wary of in-person services and have become accustomed to davening in their homes.

Pod services and watch parties
Ohr Kodesh Congregation, a Conservative synagogue in Chevy
Chase, Md., will be live-streaming all High Holiday services, Cantor
Hinda Labovitz said. But many congregants abstain from technology
on Shabbat and won’t use computers, despite halachic dispensations
granted due to coronavirus. To serve them, she’s currently training
twelve lay leaders to conduct small, socially-distanced services in congregants’ backyards. Those unwilling to attend virtually can join one of
these “pods” to hear an in-person version of the High Holiday services.
And Rabbi Sandra Lawson, associate chaplain for Jewish life at Elon
College, said she plans to encourage students, who might otherwise be
observing the High Holidays alone, to watch online services outside
and in their dorms — together.
“Everyone understands this year isn’t going to be the same, but we
also can’t let the holidays go by and not do anything,” she said.

By Irene Connelly, Forward
The Torah tells us how to apologize, how to make burnt offerings,
and even how to put on our shoes. What it doesn’t specify is how to
host inspiring, authentic High Holiday services in the middle of a pandemic.
So this year, synagogues are figuring that out on their own — and
with each other.
The High Holidays — the period between Rosh Hashanah on September 18 and Yom Kippur on September 28 — are the central religious events of the Jewish calendar, and the busiest times of year for
synagogues. Through crowded services, shofar blowing, and dancing,
they affirm not just religious faith but the communal bonds that congregations cultivate year-round.
“Deep down people crave being together, especially in the High
Holiday season,” said Rabbi Ari Kirschenbaum of Brooklyn synagogue
Chabad Heights. “That’s the time of year when they charge up their
batteries.”
Rabbis acknowledge that most celebrations will take place on virtual platforms, but they’re determined that the High Holidays will be
more than a five-hour version of Zoom Shabbat. Those interviewed
by the Forward are embracing a two-pronged challenge: improving on
current formats to offer more engaging virtual services and devising
safe in-person events.
“Through the harshest times, when Jews really had to struggle
to persevere in Jewish life, we’ve always gotten creative,” said Rabbi
Stewart Vogel of Temple Aliyah in Los Angeles.

Shofar “flash mobs”
With most synagogues planning to conduct core High Holiday services online, leaders are seeking out specific rituals that congregants
can share in real time. One of those is the blowing of the shofar. Not
only is the shofar an iconic symbol of Jewish ritual life, for some it’s a
religious obligation to hear its sound in person, rather than virtually.
Some synagogues will organize what Rabbi Lizzi Heydemann of
Mishkan, a synagogue in Chicago, called a “shofar flash mob.” One or
several shofar blowers will travel to different neighborhoods throughout the day, and congregants will gather to hear them at designated
times. In congregations where a large proportion of members actually
own shofars, rabbis may simply pause services and invite them to play

the instrument outside.
“It’s a good balance between
being safe and giving people
those hallmark moments,” said
Rabbi Yohanna Kinberg of Kirkland, Wash.’s Congregation Kol
Ami, who is also organizing communal shofar sessions.

“Car nidre” and services in
person
Earlier this spring, Temple
Aliyah’s Vogel officiated a bar
mitzvah on a warehouse’s loading dock, with family and friends
gathered in cars below to watch.
It was a “beautiful experience,” he
said, and it made him look at other outdoor, car-friendly spaces —
namely, his synagogue’s parking
lot — in a new light.
Now, he’s hoping to host a “car
nidre,” service, in which congregants will gather in the parking
lot to hear Kol Nidre, a song-filled
service that takes place on the
night before Yom Kippur. Depending on public health guidelines in effect this fall, attendees
will either open their windows to
hear the service or listen through
the speakers in their cars. Either
way, the gathering will allow
them to experience an emotional,
highly sensory service that’s difficult to replicate online.
Orthodox synagogues that are
prohibited according to Jewish
law from streaming services on-

Zoom, improved
Since the onset of coronavirus, most synagogues interviewed by
the Forward have shifted to virtual services, with clergy leading rituals
in real time from their homes. As the High Holidays approach, many
plan to improve on that format by investing in high-quality recording
technology.
After deciding that High Holiday services would be remote, Emanuel Congregation in Chicago hired an event production team to design
its slate of virtual offerings. Leah Jones, the synagogue’s president,
said that while portions of services will be live, leaders will pre-record
“as much as we can” in order to avoid technology glitches, deliver a
polished audio-visual experience and fight “Zoom fatigue,” the boredom with informal online events all too familiar for many Americans.
It’s also an approach that will allow more congregants to participate in the service. Rabbi Maya Glasser of New Brunswick, N.J.’s Anshe
Emeth Memorial Temple said that pre-recording would preserve one
of the synagogue’s most important traditions: inviting teenagers to
the bima to read Torah and blow the shofar during the High Holidays.
Young congregants will visit the sanctuary individually to record parts
of the service throughout the summer, she said, and their contributions will be interspersed with live rituals led by clergy on Zoom.
“We want to honor our community by getting as many people as
possible in front of the camera safely,” Jones said.

HOLIDAYS CONT. ON PG 13
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STUDENTS
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At the start of the school year, students were charged with finding
innovative ways of sharing their program learnings with their greater
school communities. To achieve this goal, Old Saybrook High School’s
Encountering Differences students created informational posters
highlighting African Americans who made significant contributions to
education, business, and the arts within the State of Connecticut and
beyond. The posters, along with other program resources and information, are available to students through their school’s library media
center website with the additional goal of displaying copies in different areas of their school upon the reopening of their building.
The Encountering Survivors students from Fishers Island school
hosted an all school virtual discussion where students shared the personal story of local Holocaust survivors Rose and Sigmund Strochlitz,
as relayed to them through multiple personal interactions with their
daughter, Romana Primus. Each student reflected on what most resonated with them or what they found most inspiring. Students were
especially taken with Rose’s courage to help others even when her
life was in danger, inspiring them to help others even when there may
be risks. Reflecting on her program experience, student Betsy Conger
said, “It is important that history needs to be shared, to be learned.
This includes the good and the bad so we can all share in creating a
better future.” She and her fellow students are developing a Holocaust
Remembrance program at their school which incorporates the Strochlitz’s personal experiences.
In an emotional tribute to Eva and Jacob Biber, local survivors who
settled in Preston and lovers of poetry, East Lyme High School student,
Megan Delillo, read an excerpt from Ulysses by Alfred Lord Tennyson.
While Ulysses and his mariners may not be as strong as they were in
their youth, they are “strong in will” and they persevere in order “to
strive, to see, to find, and not to yield.” The Bibers were on the run from
the Nazis for over three years living in the woods or in barns wherever
someone would let them, exposed to the elements, and traveling with
their infant son. “Mr. Biber,” Delillo said to Jacob’s son Joe who shared
his parents’ incredible story of survival with her group, “Your family
has shown me what it means to never yield. This experience was far
more impactful than anything that can be taught in a classroom, and I
will carry it with me for the rest of my life.”
In a heartfelt expression of gratitude, the students and teachers
presented Joe with an American Flag which had proudly flown at their
school. The American Flag has deep ties to the Biber story. Jacob so
loved America, that when The Grange wanted to recognize his son
Hyman when he received an award for his musical talents, Jacob requested they replace the tattered flag that flew at the local school. The
flag was such a powerful symbol of freedom and the life he treasured
in this country.
The Encountering Programs empower students with knowledge,
enabling them to understand history more critically and to examine
the current environment more fully. The personal connections the
programs afford break down barriers and enable empathy and understanding. The ability to listen to one another and to understand one
another is critical in combating hate and prejudice.
The Encountering Programs are supported by the Jewish Federation
of Eastern CT together with a grant from the Frank Loomis Palmer Fund,
Bank of America, N.A., Trustee
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small number of founders into
a large population, Ashkenazi
Jews are a relatively homogenous
group.
As many as one in three Ashkenazi Jews may be carriers
for certain debilitating and lifethreatening genetic diseases.
This propensity to develop disease is called the Founder Effect.
Hundreds of years ago, mutations
occurred in the genes of certain
Ashkenazi Jews. The carriers of
these newly mutated genes were
unaffected by them, but their descendants are at greater risk for
developing genetic diseases as a
result of inheriting these mutated
genes. Over the course of Jewish
history, many mutated genes
were passed on from generation
to generation. Genetic diseases
common among Ashkenazi Jews
include Gaucher Disease, Cystic
Fibrosis, Tay-Sachs Disease, and
the BRCA1 or BRCA2 genes in
Breast and Ovarian Cancer.
To help us learn more about
these diseases, how they are inherited and how we can identify and treat them, Hadassah
Connecticut is pleased to present a Special Hadassah Zoom
program on Tuesday, July 28
at 7 p.m. featuring a prominent expert, Dr. Stuart Ditchek.
Dr. Ditchek will tell us what our
genes reveal as a result of the
Founder Effect, outline the signs
and symptoms of diseases, describe new directions in screening and treament and the latest
research. He will also answer
the question: Do Jewish genetic
diseases increase the risk of COVID-19?
Dr. Ditchek is a board certified pediatrician, specializing
in the care of high-risk children
and young adults. He is on the
faculty of the NYU School of
Medicine and an attending physician at both NYU-Langone and
Maimonides Medical Center. He
is a former director of the Jewish Genetic Disease Consortium,
Chief Medical Officer of Kids of
Courage and an active member
of the National Gaucher Disease
specialty registry. Dr. Ditchek has
innovated large scale salivary
DNA screening for Jewish genetic disorders and is currently
the medical director of JPatible, a
Jewish genetic disease screening
and matching program.
To take part in the Hadassah
Zoom program with Dr. Ditchek,
please RSVP to Karen Bloustine
at ksbloustine@gmail.com.

HOLIDAYS
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Tashlich “docent tours”
“Tashlich,” a Rosh Hashanah ritual in which Jews stand by a body of
water and symbolically cast away the year’s sins, is an ideal coronavirus custom: It takes place completely outside and can be conducted in
small groups. Many synagogues are using tashlich to create in-person
experiences for congregants who will otherwise gather online.
Kinberg plans to organize a tashlich lunch at a local lake. Family
units can bring their own food and picnic blankets, and clergy will
use a speaker system to invite people to the shore in small groups to
perform the ritual. Labovitz, meanwhile, envisions “docent tours” to
a creek near her synagogue: Clergy will lead small groups to various
distanced access points to perform the ritual, perhaps accompanying
it with shofar blowing.
Rosh Hashanah in a box
Kinberg said that Congregation Kol Ami’s “main innovation” for this
year’s High Holidays are take-home “kits” for use throughout the season. Each family will receive a box that includes crafts for kids, question cards to facilitate discussion and even a honey cake. “We’re trying
to bring some stuff from the synagogue into people’s homes,” she said.
Labovitz, whose synagogue Ohr Kodesh may also distribute High
Holiday kits, added that they can be a life-saver for families who rely
on youth services and activities to get through a technology-free holiday.
“Entertaining kids is really tough, especially if you don’t break it up
by going to shul,” she said.

Schmoozing is here to stay
As important as services themselves for many congregants are the
kiddushes, coffee chats and catch-ups that accompany them as synagogue-goers drift in and out of the sanctuary. Many synagogues relying
heavily on live-streamed services are devising ways to facilitate that
organic social connection.
Rabbi Francine Roston, who leads Glacier Jewish Community/B’nai
Shalom, a small synagogue in Kalispell, Mont., is banding together
with leaders at three other synagogues in the state to offer a schedule
of classes — from meditations to textual studies — during and around
the High Holidays, allowing congregants to drift from one to the other.
Rabbi Amichai Lau-Lavie, who leads New York City’s Lab/Shul, said
that except during events like Torah readings, attendees would be able
to virtually wander between concurrent services, classes and social
events, as if walking through an online building. “You could spend
the first hour doing yoga, and then walk up to the second ‘floor’ to do
watch services, and then go to the third ‘floor’ to hang out with your
kids,” he said. “We will have this medley of options.”
Irene Katz Connelly is an editorial fellow at the Forward.

DIRECTOR
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juncture.
Prior to joining the Israel Action Network in 2016, Felson worked
for 15 years for the Jewish Council for Public Affairs building coalitions within churches to head off anti-Israel activity.
A Wider Bridge’s quest to build coalitions with progressives in
the United States has been frustrated by the growing Israeli criticism
among leftists, including within the LGBTQ community, and a reluctance by A Wider Bridge to criticize Israel outside the bounds of its
advocacy for LGBTQ rights in that country.
Felson, 54, in an interview with the Jewish Telegraphic Agency said
he would draw on his experience building coalitions with groups that
have been critical of Israel.
“I enjoy the complex conversations and helping people find constructive paths forward and stepping back from zero-sum formulas,”
he said.
In the same interview, A Wider Bridge’s chairman, Alan Schwartz,
said the group had not yet pronounced on the prospect of annexation.
“We have not commented on annexation publicly until we see what
the annexation looks like,” he said.
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Obituaries

Anna Fishman
New London - Anna Fishman, 81, of New London, wife
of Leonid Trachishin, mother of Arthur Dzhelali, died June
30, 2020, at Greentree Manor in Waterford.
Anna and her husband and son were one of the many
families that immigrated from the former Soviet Union in
the mid-1990’s to Eastern CT with the help of the Hebrew
Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS) and the Jewish Federation of
Eastern CT.
A private graveside service was celebrated on Thursday
July 2, in Beth El Cemetery, Groton.
The Thomas L. Neilan & Sons Funeral Home of New London was entrusted with arrangements.

Constance J.
“Coni” Henson

Personals

Bozrah - Constance J. “Coni” Henson of Bozrah, passed away on
June 12, 2020.
Survivors include her husband Eugene, her brother Stephen and
his wife Sharon of Bozrah, sister-in-law Patricia Weingart of North
Franklin, several nieces and nephews, as well as cousins.
Born in Norwich, in November 1943, the daughter of John and Nellie Gural, she lived in Bozrah her entire life. A graduate of Norwich
Free Academy, class of 1961, she also earned a BS in Psychology from
Connecticut College, New London.
A self-employed, high end beautician, Coni was well known for her
styling prowess.
A dedicated fan of UCONN Woman’s basketball, Coni rarely missed
a home game. She was also a huge fan of WNBA Connecticut Sun basketball and attended as many games as she could.
Coni enjoyed the Jewish Federation’s Kosher Hot Lunch program
and accompanying her friends on many of the senior trips to area theaters sponsored by the Jewish Federation of Eastern CT prior to the
outbreak of the pandemic.
Per her wishes, there was no public memorial. Interment will be at
the convenience of the family.
A contribution to the charity of your choice in her name will earn a
smile from above.
Belmont Funeral Home LLC was entrusted with Coni’s care.

Kleins
celebrate
birth of
granddaughter

With gratitude to Hashem Yisborach,
Ralph and Stacey Klein of Norwich are
pleased to announce the birth of their
second grandchild, a daughter born to
Sheryl and Michael Fruchter. Sheryl’s
sister and brother-in-law (Leah Klein
and Brian Auvil) are thrilled to be an
aunt and uncle for a second time. April
Elizabeth (Yael Leora) was born on June
5. Lucy is very excited to be an older
sister. Sheryl and Michael are enjoying
raising their children in West Hempstead, New York.

William Wolff, rabbi who served Germany’s
Jews after fall of the Berlin Wall, dies at 93
By Toby
Axelrod, JTA
Rabbi William
Wolff,
who fled the
Nazis
and
later returned
to Germany to
serve its Jews
after reunification in the
1990s, died
July 8 in England. He was
93.
Born
to
Rabbi William Wolff became a movie star in old age
an Orthodox
in documentary films. (Toby Axelrod)
family in Berlin in 1927 as
Wilhelm Wolff, he fled with his family to Holland in September 1933,
and then to England in 1939. There, he was drawn to liberal Judaism.
After a career in journalism, he turned to rabbinical studies, earning
his ordination in 1984 from the liberal Leo Baeck College in London.
In the early 1990s, as former Soviet Jews were pouring into Germany, the country’s Jewish community was seeking rabbis, cantors and
educators. Wolff heard the call. He ended up serving as the state rabbi
of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania from 2002 to 2015.
After his retirement, he continued to provide Jewish communities
with advice and support. He also became a movie star in old age in
documentary films by German filmmaker Britta Wauer.
“With his return to Germany, Rabbi Wolff made an enormous contribution to reconciliation and also to the development of Jewish life”
in the former East German state of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania,
Josef Schuster, head of the Central Council of Jews in Germany, said in
a statement.
Schuster described Wolff as “an outstanding personality … a rabbi who was always there for his congregation in the best sense: as a
teacher of religion and pastor, but also as a person with great knowledge and a fine sense of humor.”

Memorial

Many non-Jewish Germans
first encountered Wolff in Wauer’s 2011 film about Berlin’s
historic Weissensee Jewish Cemetery, “In Heaven Underground.”
Wauer followed this film with a
documentary: “Rabbi Wolff — A
Gentleman Before God.”
“Willy Wolff was probably the
most unlikely rabbi in the world,”
Wauer said in an email to the
Jewish Telegraphic Agency. “For
me he was one of the most wonderful, inspiring, charming characters I ever met. I am grateful
for all the time we have spent together, for the different worlds he
opened, for his wisdom and his
smile and for what we call ‘Lebensfreude,’ a deep joy for life.”
Wolff – a man with many close
friends – once told JTA he deeply
regretted not having a family of
his own. But, he said, “ultimately
what matters is what you do – not
only in personal relationships,
but in daily life.”
He also lamented the loss of
a German Jewry that “had managed the feat of living in two cultures. People knew their Schiller
and Goethe, and their Torah.”
Whether this can be rekindled, he
said, “remains to be seen.”
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The Coronavirus, Antisemitism, and Zionism
Blaming crises on Jews is not
a new phenomenon, and so it
should come as no surprise that
researchers have identified a
global trend of blaming Jews for
the coronavirus. Your reaction to
this news in particular may be
similar to your general reaction
to news of antisemitism—and it
may have a lot to do with your
perspective on Zionism.
When you hear of a terror incident against Jews somewhere
in the world, which of the following pops into your mind: 1)
We need to make sure that Jews
everywhere can live their lives
as Jews freely and safely; or 2)
Have things gotten bad enough
so that the Jews there will start to
make aliyah in greater numbers?
I imagine that most Jews living
outside of Israel would naturally
think #1, and #1 is also of primary concern to my friend Don
Compier, Dean of the Bishop

FIRST

Kemper School for Ministry in Topeka, Kansas. Don explains:
“My concern is that the Jewish people be safe from antisemitic
attacks wherever they are. At its best Christianity has always firmly maintained the belief that all human beings are made in God’s
image -- just one of the many ideas it inherited from the Torah!
Christians have special reasons for working to assure that Jews are
always protected from harm and allowed to thrive. We have to assume responsibility for being the primary instigators of anti-Jewish
sentiment and violence for nearly twenty centuries before Hitler.
Since members of our faith community did so much to imperil
the survival of the people of Israel, we now need to do everything we
can to assure it. As Paul Van Buren, Hendrikus Berkhof, and others
have argued, there is necessarily such a thing as a Christian theology of Israel. We believe that God did call the people of Israel to be
a special people in covenant with God and that their example and
faithfulness brings blessing to the whole world, as was promised to
Abraham.
When attending to the message of the Hebrew Scriptures and
the New Testament Scriptures taken as a whole, there are no
grounds upon which to argue that God’s covenant with Israel has
been either superseded or revoked. We must continue to uphold the
shining example of the righteous gentiles in the Shoah and act in
ways that make it absolutely clear that when Jews are threatened
anywhere, real Christians stand with them and have their back. Period.”
A classic Zionist perspective offers a different take on antisemi-

CONT. FROM PG 11

Patients using the
Syqe Selective-Dose
Inhaler, the company’s
novel drug delivery
platform
marketed
in Israel by pharmaceutical giant Teva,
consume three to four
inhalations per day,
each up to 500 micrograms.
A typical medical
cannabis patient consumes 1 gram of 15%
THC cannabis per day,
which contains 150,000 micrograms of THC. This illustrates a key
finding from the study — patients can benefit from dramatically lower
doses.
“This study is the first to show that human sensitivity to THC is
significantly greater than previously assumed, indicating that if we can
treat patients with much higher precision, lower quantities of drug
will be needed, resulting in fewer side effects and an overall more effective treatment,” said Perry Davidson, Syqe Medical CEO.
“The Syqe drug delivery technology is also applicable to opioids
and other compounds that, while potentially effective, are notoriously
associated with dangerous side effects. The introduction of a tool to
prescribe medications at such low doses with such high resolution
may allow us to achieve treatment outcomes that previously were not
possible.”
Syqe believes that the published study and patient use data in Israel will be an important part of its planned FDA submission in the
United States. CE approval of its device in Europe is pending.
“We can conclude from the study results that low doses of cannabis
may provide desirable effects while avoiding cognitive debilitations,
significantly contributing to daily functioning, quality of life, and safety
of the patient,” said Prof. Elon Eisenberg, lead researcher and dean of
the Faculty of Medicine at the Technion-Israel Institute of Technology.
Syqe was founded in 2011 and is headquartered in Tel Aviv with
offices in New York and Canada.
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tism. Herzl and the political Zionists believed
that the very presence of Jews causes antisemitism; with the establishment of a Jewish
State, they envisioned the end of antisemitism, since they believed that world Jewry
would then make aliyah en masse. But of
course world Jewry has not made aliyah, and
while it’s true that the vast majority of immigrants have come because they were running
away from something (a poor economy or antisemitism), the history
of Jewish immigration to Israel has shown that things have to be really
bad in order to cause people to make aliyah for negative reasons. Thus
the context for that #2 response to an antisemitic attack: Will this terror incident be the one that causes people of that country to abandon
their native land in favor of Israel?
It’s kind of embarrassing for the State of Israel to have to deal with
worldwide antisemitism. After all, Israel encourages Jewish immigration with the granting of automatic citizenship and a generous basket
of absorption benefits. Any Jew who lives in the diaspora is effectively
saying to the State of Israel: “No thank you. We prefer our lives here
in the diaspora.” Fair enough, but when antisemitism rears its head,
should the State of Israel take part in whacking it back down so as to
assure the continued health of the particular Jewish community? Answer: Yes. Am Yisrael Chai.

‘Spanish Schindler,’ given online tribute

By JTA Staff
Angel Sanz Briz, a Spanish diplomat who reportedly
saved over 5,000 Jews from Nazi persecution in Hungary, was given an online tribute 40 years after his death.
Sanz Briz was appointed to a diplomatic post in
Hungary in 1944. As the Holocaust worsened there,
he offered to protect Jews of Spanish origin and bring
them Spanish passports. He received the consent of the
Hungarian authorities to enable 200 Spanish Jews to
receive them, but he turned that into 200 families, and
kept increasing the number, according to Yad Vashem,
the Israeli Holocaust museum that recognized him as
Righteous Among the Nations in 1966.
It is believed that in the last seven months of 1944,
Briz issued forged Spanish documents to 5,200 Jews.
Thursday’s tribute, which was hosted by the chief
Sephardic rabbi of Buenos Aires, Isaac Sacca, was organized by Menora, an Argentine Sephardic institution,
with the support of the Center Sefarad Israel in Spain,
the Argentine Jewish political umbrella group DAIA
and the Federation of Jewish Communities in Spain, or
FCJE.
Among those on hand were Sanz Briz’s daughter
Angela; a Holocaust survivor, Eva Bohrer; and Spain’s
A mural of Ángel Sanz Briz was painted in 2016
ambassador to Argentina, Javier Sandomingo.
in Budapest. (Gobierno de Espana)
“My father thought that what
he had done in Budapest was
the most important and rewardCustom Tub & Shower
ing thing in his life,” Angela Sanz
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“He never expected recognition or thought he had to have it.”
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Sanz Briz died in 1980 at 69
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